The surface gravity for the extreme Reissner-Nordström black hole is null suggesting that it has a zero temperature. The direct evaluation of the Bogolubov's coefficients indicates that the temperature of the extreme black hole is ill definite: The Bogolubov's coefficients obtained by performing the usual analysis of a collapsing model of a thin shell do not obey the normalization conditions, suggesting that the in and out modes are not causally connected. A semi-classical analysis for the extreme black hole, in principle, can not be made and the notion of temperature has no sense in this case.
Introduction
The possibility that a black hole may radiate with a planckian spectrum was first pointed out in the seminal paper of Hawking [1] . A collapsing model for the formation of the black hole was considered: a spherical mass distribution collapses under the action of gravity, leading to a final state where all mass is hidden behind an event horizon. The initial state is a Minkowski space-time. The final state is the asymptotically flat Schwarzschild space-time. Quantum fields are considered in this dynamical configuration. The main point is that the initial quantum vacuum state does not coincide with the final quantum vacuum state. From the point of view of an observer at the spatial infinity after the formation of the black hole, particles are created with a planckian spectrum. This fact allows to attribute to the black hole a temperature. For the Schwarzschild black hole, the temperature is T = 1/(8πM), where M is the mass of the hole.
The analysis of Hawking radiation for more general cases, like the Reissner-Nordström black hole, leads also to the notion of temperature due to the planckian form of the spectrum of the emitted particles. In general, the expression for the temperature for a black hole, using a semi-classical analysis, is given by T = κ/2π, where κ is the surface gravity. The Hawking radiation is also well definite for rotating black holes, charged or not. A particular case occurs for the so-called extreme black holes, for which the surface gravity is zero. In this case, it is generally stated that the temperature is also zero. In fact, considering the Reissner-Nordström solution, the expression for the temperature is given by
where A = 4πr 2 + , r + = M + √ M 2 − Q 2 defines the event horizon, Q being the charge of the black hole and M its mass. Units are such that G = c =h = 1. In the limit Q = M, T = 0.
However, this definition of the temperature of the extreme black hole as the limit of the temperature of the non-extreme black hole when Q → M may hide some subtle points about the thermodynamics of the extreme black hole. The main question is: Is it possible to obtain the zero temperature if the extreme condition is imposed from the beginning? The goal of this work is to show that such analysis contains many controversial aspects and it is very like that no semi-classical analysis is possible for the extreme black hole and all its thermodynamics is ill definite.
There has been many discussions on the real existence of an extreme black hole. Perturbative considerations based on the expansion of the energy-momentum tensor of quantum fields coupled to Einstein's equations led to doubts on the possibility to have extreme black hole solutions [2] . Moreover, it has been argued that the existence of a zero temperature black hole would violate the third law of thermodynamics unless the weak energy condition is not satisfied [3] . But, an analysis of the collapse of a charged thin shell indicates that, classically, an extreme black hole can be formed [4] . One assumption of the present paper, based on the results of reference [4] , is that an extreme black hole can be really formed through gravitational collapse.
Let us review the main steps of the evaluation of the temperature of a black hole sketched above. The semi-classical analysis of the thermodynamics of a black hole is generally performed considering the formation of the black hole due to the gravitational collapse of a spherical distribution of mass. Initially the mass density is almost zero, and the space-time is the Minkowski one. Later, the collapse of the mass distribution leads to the formation of an event horizon, which characterizes the black hole. The space-time after the formation of the black hole is asymptotically flat. The main point is that the vacuum state of a quantum field before the collapse of the mass distribution to a black hole does not coincide with the vacuum state for the same quantum field after the appearance of the black hole. The computation of the Bogolubov's coefficients between the in and out quantum states leads the notion of temperature. The Bogolubov's coefficients, which allows to express the quantum state out in terms of the quantum states in must obey some normalization conditions, which can also be seen as a set of compatibility conditions. Details on technical aspects of this computation can be found in references [5, 6, 7] .
The application of the procedure described above to the extreme Reissner-Nordström black hole has been discussed in references [8, 9, 10] . In references [8, 9] it has been pointed out that the extreme black hole does not behave as thermal object. Moreover, the number of particle created for each frequency ω is infinite. The authors have exploited an analogy between the extreme black hole and the uniformly accelerated mirror. These conclusions have been criticized in reference [10] where it has been argued that a modification in the calculations are needed in order to give sense to some mathematical steps. Moreover, a wave packet has been considered instead of a simple plane wave expansion.
It is well known that the construction of a wave packet may eliminate divergent expressions when a pure plane wave expansion is considered. This possibility was already stressed in reference [8] . In the present paper we would like to point out that the problem of evaluation of the Bogolubov's coefficients for the extreme black holes is more delicate than stated in references [8, 9] . Not only the number of particles are infinite, but also the normalization conditions for the Bogolubov's coefficients are note obeyed. This is due to properties of the coefficient α ωω ′ which brings positive frequency modes into positive frequency modes when the out state is expressed in terms of the in state: In the extreme case, the computation of the modulus of this coefficient leads to non-convergent integrals. In our point of view this is a more serious problem than the divergence in the particle number: It may indicate that the computation of Bogolubov's coefficients has no sense for the extreme case.
The modification introduced in reference [10] does not change the situation. This modification consists in considering a logarithmic term which is present in the expression for the tortoise radial coordinate r * . This logarithmic term is sub-dominant near the horizon. However, as it will be shown later, the logarithmic term is not necessary, since all mathematical expression has a sense when it is not taken into account. Moreover, the construction of wave packet can not change the result since it would consist, for the extreme case, in the superposition of modes that do not obey the normalization condition. The reason for this curious result is not obvious. We guess that the in and out states can not be connected due to the fact that the event horizon for the extreme black hole is not a Killing bifurcate horizon, in opposition to what happens with the non-extreme black holes. But, at the present stage, this remains an hypothesis. The goal of the present paper is just to point out that the semi-classical analysis seems to be ill definite for the extreme black hole. This statement has been expressed in a conditional form, since we can not exclude that some modifications of the semi-classical analysis may give sense to expressions that, in the standard analysis exploited here, has no sense. This paper is organized as follows. In next section, we review the computation of Hawking radiation for the Reissner-Nordström black holes. We use the simplified scenario of a thin charged collapsing shell, following the analysis presented in reference [5] . This allows us to fix notation and some important relations, as the normalization conditions for the Bogolubov's coefficients. In section 3, we redone this analysis for the extreme case, showing explicitly that the normalization conditions are not satisfied. In section 4, we present our conclusions.
Hawking radiation for a Reissner-Nordström Black Hole
The Reissner-Nordström solution for a static spherically symmetric space-time with a constant radial electric field is given by
where M is the mass and Q is the charge. This solution can be rewritten as
where
Black hole solutions implies M ≥ Q, while naked singularities appear if M < Q. The case M = Q corresponds to the extreme black hole solution. This form of the metric leads, for M > Q, to the new coordinates
The metric may be written in terms of these new coordinates as
From now on, a two-dimensional model will be considered, ignoring the angular terms. This is equivalent to consider the angular term with l = 0 (zero angular momentum). But, the final results do not depend on this assumption, being valid for general l. Let us consider the simplified model of a collapsing thin shell. When t → −∞, the density of the shell goes to zero and the space-time is flat. Hence, at past infinity a scalar quantum field may be expanded into the normal modes
where we have just considering the incoming modes given by the coordinate v. After the collapse of the shell, a black hole is formed given a space-time described by the metric (3), which is asymptotically flat. Hence the outcome mode at t → ∞ is given by
The problem to solve is how to connect the coordinates u and v, obtaining in this way the Bogolubov's coefficients of the transformation
with the inverse transformation
The coefficient β ωω ′ is connected with the number of particles detected by an observer in the future infinity for each frequency ω. The Bogolubov's coefficients satisfy the consistency relations,
Notice that
a normalization condition to be used later. An incoming mode v comes from the infinity past, traversing the collapsing shell, becoming later an outcome mode after reflecting in the collapsing center, traversing again the shell and attaining the infinity future. The modes are continuous, in the sense that
, where u and v are the outgoing and incoming modes in the external geometry determined by the shell, while U and V are the same modes in the internal, minkowskian geometry, and R 1 and R 2 are the radius of the shell at the first and second crossing, respectively. An important point in this derivation is that the collapse is accelerated in such a way that the speed of the collapsing shell approach the speed of the light at the moment where the event horizon is formed.
At the second crossing, which we admit to occur near the moment of formation of the black hole, the continuity of the metric leads to
At the moment of the second crossing, we may consider that
where A is a constant and T 0 is the time where the black hole is formed. Inserting this relation in (14) , and considering the continuity of the incoming modes, what allows to express T in terms of v, it results the following relation between the u and v modes:
where κ = r 2 + /(r + − r − ) is the inverse of the surface gravity, C is a constant and v 0 = T 0 − r + . The inner product for complex scalar fields is given by
Defining
, we obtain the following expressions for the Bogolubov's coefficients:
Using the expression for the inner product and the relation between u and v (16), the Bogolubov's coefficients can be expressed in terms of the integrals
where y = ω ′ (v 0 − v). Making an integration by parts and using the integral relation
it results the following expressions for the Bogolubov's coefficients:
Before evaluating the Hawking temperature, we must notice that the above solutions for the Bogolubov's coefficients satisfies the consistency relations (11, 12) . Only the consistency relation (11) , rewritten as in (13), will be explicitly verified. Computing the first term in the left hand side of (13), it comes out,
where we have used the relation
A similar calculation leads to
sinh(2πκω) .
From these expressions, the normalization condition (13) can be easily obtained:
sinh(2πκω) = 1 .
It is easy to show that the condition (12) is also satisfied. The Hawking temperature can be obtained in two equivalent ways. First by computing the number of particles with frequency ω in the future infinity,
or by noticing that
and using the normalization condition (13) . In both cases the result is
This is characteristic of a Planckian spectrum with temperature T = 1/(4πκ). In the non-extreme Reissner-Nordström case treated before, this temperature reads
where A = 4πr 2 + is the area of the event horizon. It can be verified that when Q → M, T → 0.
The extreme black hole
The extreme condition M = Q, leads to the metric
The null coordinates take now the form
The extreme black hole has a degenerate event horizon with r + = r − . The same model of the preceding section will be considered now on: A collapsing thin shell, with the space-time external to the shell being determined by the metric (32), while the internal space-time is minkowskian. At the past infinity, all space-time is essentially minkowskian and a quantum scalar field admits the decomposition (7), while in the future infinity the space-time is also minkowskian for an observer at a very large distance of the black hole, for whom a quantum scalar field admits the decomposition (8) . The task now is the same as before: to connect both quantum states.
In this sense, an ingoing mode, described by the null coordinate v comes from the past infinity, traverse the thin shell when it is yet in a quasi-minkowskian state, becoming later an outgoing mode, which traverses again the shell near the moment of the formation of the black hole. The same match conditions established before can be used. Repeating all the calculations performed before in this sense, we find now
where, as before, C and v 0 are constants connected with some parameters characterizing the collapse of the shell. The expressions (18) are used again to compute the Bogolubov's coefficients, leading to the following expressions:
with y = ω ′ (v 0 − v). With the aid of a variable redefinition y = ±D/z, D = Cω ′ ω, the expressions for the Bogolubov's coefficients take the form,
These integrals may be solved by using the integral representation of modified Bessel functions of second kind,
Using the expressions for the Bogolubov's coefficients (38,39) and this integral representation, it results
where H (1) ν (x) is the Hankel's function of first kind. These expressions are very similar to the corresponding ones for the uniformly accelerated mirror [6] . Aside some unimportant differences in constant factors, there is an additional phase in the accelerated mirror problem, what can distinguish crucially the mirror problem from the extreme black hole problem.
The first thing to remark about these expressions for the Bogolubov's coefficients is the absence of a simple relation between them, in contrast of what happens with the non-extreme case. This does not allow to extract the notion of a temperature for the extreme case. This induces to state that the extreme black hole is not a thermal object. However, the situation is more complex yet. In fact, the Bogolubov's coefficients found before do not satisfy the normalization condition (13) . Let us verify now this, calculating separately the two terms of (13) .
Let us first compute the second term of (13) . Using the solution found before, the second term of (13) may be written as
The integral in ω ′′ may be easily computed. In fact, it takes the form
where y = 2 √ Cω ′ ω ′′ . In order to evaluate this integral, we use the following integral representation of the modified Bessel function of second kind:
Hence,
where we made the substitution x = y cosh θ. In this way, the second term of (13) can be written as
this construction for the extreme black hole? We do not intend to answer this complex question here. But, we can make some considerations. First, we note that, from the non-relativistic point of view, the extreme condition for a spherical shell means that the gravitational attraction is compensated by the electrical repulsion. Hence, the collapse of the shell can only occur with constant speed. This violates one of the conditions to perform the semi-classical analysis: The speed of the contraction of the shell must approach the speed of light near the horizon formation.
But, this non-relativistic consideration does not survives in the corresponding relativistic problem. The collapse of a charged shell was studied in reference [4] , including the extreme case. The collapse is in fact accelerated for the extreme Reissner-Nordström black hole, and the behavior for the radial coordinate near the formation of the hole is indeed given by the expression (15).
Another possibility is that the in and out are not causally connected. This could explain the failure of the application of the Bogolubov's transformations between those states. This possibility is suggested by the fact that the event horizon in the extreme case is not a bifurcate Killing horizon, in opposition to the non-extreme case [12, 13] . However, a deeper analysis is needed in order to confirm this suspicion. Such analysis lies outside the scope of this paper which is devoted to point out this anomaly. We hope to present it in the future.
The third possibility concerns a possible modification of the evaluation of the Bogolubov's coefficients for the extreme case. A proposal in this sense was made in reference [10] . In that work, a sub-dominant component of the tortoise coordinate r * , was taken into account in the computation of the Bogolubov's coefficients. Such modification does not change essentially the anomaly in the normalization condition found here. If a mofication in the scattering process can give sense to the semi-classical calculation for the extreme black hole, it must be a more radical departure of the standard calculation used here.
In general lines, the results reported in this paper confirm those of references [8, 9] , where an analogy with the uniformly accelerated mirror was used, that the extreme black hole does not behave as a thermal object. But, it adds the disturbing conclusion that, in principle, no semi-classical analysis at all can be performed for the extreme black hole. This conclusion is valid for any static extreme black hole. We may guess that it is valid for any stationary extreme black hole. It is important to stress that extreme black holes play a crucial hole in the AdS-CFT correspondence [14] . Hence, the full understanding of its thermodynamic properties is, in our point of view, a quite relevant problem.
